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Do we want to commit to understanding and practicing kindness? Why should we? 

I Consider This I 

Kind vs. Nice: People often use the terms "nice" and "kind" interchangeably. But it is helpful to think about why they are different concepts. Being 

"nice" emphasizes being agreeable, polite, and pleasant-in other words, not rocking the boat, avoiding a difficult question or conversation, and 

keeping things on a superficial level. But kindness is about the greater good. It is a powerful skill-set that requires great courage and careful thought. 

Kindness is about taking care of ourselves and each other. It is intentional and it is something that we can DO every day that encourages connection 

and reduces fear. So whereas being nice can increase stress, being kind relieves stress and empowers us to act with intention, to be deliberate 

and thought ful about what we communicate and how we communicate it. Kindness is not always easy-and sometimes it is really hard to be kind! 

But kindness is within our power if we have kindness skills. Kindness invites us to savor the positive, to share gratitude, and to make real change in 

our schools, workplaces, families, neighborhoods, and communities. 

Kind Leaders 

Kindness Ambassadors: Kindness Ambassadors are responsible for modeling, recognizing, and acting on the need for kindness in daily interactions. 

That includes welcoming new employees, clients, and/or customers to your workplace. Begin by recruiting or nominating staff members to serve as 

ambassadors. This is a great professional development opportunity and offers staff members a chance to serve in a leadership role. The Kindness 

Ambassadors then establish regular meeting times so they can plan a successful implementation of the Kind Colleagues monthly materials. Your 

Kindness Ambassador Team will serve as a sounding board for employees at all levels and will model and extend the practice of intentional kindness 

to other members of your workplace. They will lead your staff in focusing on the creation of a welcoming, kind environment from the very first interaction 

people have with your organization. 

I Developing Awareness I 

Fixed Mindset vs. Growth Mindset: Psychology professor Carol Dweck writes that each human being has one of two attitudes toward learning: a fixed 

mindset and a growth mindset. We develop this mindset as young students, and it continues to guide us throughout our careers and professional lives. 

In a fixed mindset, we try to appear intelligent and not show too much effort, which can result in a lack the coping skills and strategies to deal with 

challenges. In contrast, with a growth mindset, we focus on learning, and effort is a positive quality that engages skills. As a result, we develop 

resiliency in the face of setbacks (Dweck, 2015). When we strive for a growth mindset, we place value on developing our different abilities, and we 

emphasize that process is important. In doing so, we appreciate and respect "effort, strategies, perseverance, improvement" (Dweck, 2014). To help 

teams and colleagues strive for a growth mindset, praise people carefully and concentrate on effort and process. This process-oriented focus helps us 

all embrace the idea that the essence of learning is about developing abilities versus giving up on things too quickly. 
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